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Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : B0

Min. Passing Marks : 24
Instructions to C ttndidates ;

Attempt any five questiort selecting one question fr.ont each unit "

All Questiotrs ctrv eqttar marks. scltentetic diagrams must be
s/to*'rt ,,lteret,er necessatv. Any data you feel nzissing suitably be
nsstunec! antl stated clearly. (Jnits oJ'quantities used / cqlculated
nt.ust be stated clearly.

use of following supporting material is permitted during examination.
(Mentioned in f,orm l'{o. 205)

i. NiI 2-- Nil

UNIT-I
Q"l (a) what is-channel capacity? Discuss Shannon capacity fonnula.

Suppose there is spectrum of a ehannel 3Mhz & SNRdB :24d8 then
fi'd out its capacity & Fiow many signaling revels are required.

12+4+4:191
(bi what is the difference between osl model & TCp/Ip model? 16l

Q.1 (a) What are
detail.

OR

the various transmission media? Explain guided rnedia in

(b) What is transmission impairements? Explain.

(c) consider a stream of binary sequence 0i00101011. Draw the wave
form for this sequence using-

(i) Manchester encoding (ii) NRZ

(iii) Bipalor - AMi (iv) pseudo ternary
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T]I{IT-II

Q.2 (a) What is sliding window protocol? what should be the size of window?

Explain.

(b) Define following:-

(1) Bit stuffing

(ii) Parity check

(iii) Checksum

(iv) Functions of data link laYer

t8l
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OR

Q.2 (a) Give the mathematical derivation of stop & wait ARQ.

(b) Find the FCS for message D:l010001101 & Patter-n P:110101 by the

cyclic redundancy check. i8]

UNIT-III
Q.3. (a) What is HDLC? Explain

(b) How slatted aloha is twice more efficient than pure aloha ?

(c) What is channel allocation methods ?

OR

What is CSMA/CD? Explain

Compare throughput of CSMA & CSMA/CD.

Define collision free multiple access.
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(c)
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UNIT-IV
Q.4 (a) Explain TDMA frame structure. l4l

(b) Compare TDM & FDM. L4l
(c) Explain time division & space- time - space division multiplexing. lgl

OR

Q.4 (a) Explain slmchronus TDM.

(b) What is the TDMA super frame structure? Explain.

(c) Explain ADSL, Compare performance of FDMA & TDMA
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UNIT-V

what are the various spread spectrum techniques? Explain frequency
hopped spread spectrum techniques. i8l
Explain CDMA. What is forward & reverse CDMA channel ? lgl

OR

Q.5 (a) Describe following -

(i) M-sequence

(ii) Handoff

(iii) iMT_2000

(b) What is Walsh code synchronization ? Explain.
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